
Services
(70% discount is available with QCP token)

Crypto-Potential offers the following services with our +60k community through the
following media channels and crypto experts:

1. Social media: $250
2. Email blast: $1000
3. Featured: $300+
3. Competition/market analysis: $350+

Social Media Boost

Social media pack includes sharing your project and giving it more attention on our 
social media channels like Facebook, Twitter, Telegram, Linkedin and Instagram. You 
can choose to set your personalized image and message you wish to send to the 
community or we can do it for you via our default template.

Requirement: Need to be listed on Crypto-Potential and have at least 1 badge.

https://crypto-potential.com/projects/searchResults


Email Blast

Email blast pack includes sharing your project and giving it more attention to the full 
list of Crypto-Potential blockchain community via email.

Email blast terms:

1. The Advertiser must provide their own content. The email blast should contain a 
maximum of 2,000 words, ideally, the copy should be short and to the point. You 
have the option to use images, the maximum size of any image/s is 500kB.

2. All content will be reviewed before sending an email. We also reserve the right to 
remove certain words and characters. This decision will be made purely at the 
discretion of Crypto-Potential and is not negotiable.

3. Please refrain from using words that trigger spam filters.



Featured

Featured includes listing your project at the Top of the Projects Page for the duration 
of this package with the goal to increase your visibility.

There are 3 packages:

1. 7 Days - $300

2. 14 Days - $510 (Save 15%)

3. 30 Days - $960 (Save 25%)



Competition/market analysis

Includes external competition report by Crypto-Potential experts. You will get market 
insights from top competitors and detailed information with references. The Reward 
for Competition/market analysis is Competition-verified badge which enables QCP 
token mining: https://crypto-potential.com/token.

More information can be found here: https://crypto-potential.com/competitionVerified

(70% discount is available with QCP token)
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